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METHOD FOR DETERMINING RLC DATA 
PDU SIZE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMACCORDING TO CONTROL DATA 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a radio communication 

system, and in particular to a method for determining sizes of 
packet data units when control packet data units are transmit 
ted at the same time in an E-UTRA communications system. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
The following description contains many terms related to 

the E-UTRA communications system. For simplicity of 
explanation, the following acronyms will be used. 
AM=Acknowledged Mode 
MAC=Medium Access Control 
PDU=Packet Data Unit 
RLC=Radio Link Control 
SDU=Service Data Unit 
TB=Transport Block 
TP-Transmission Payload 
TM=Transparent Mode 
UE=User Equipment 
UM=Unacknowledged Mode 
UMTS=Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 
Radio Link Control (RLC) is a protocol for a user equip 

ment-Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 
(UE-EUTRAN) radio interface. Communications packets are 
transmitted between a physical layer, a MAC layer, and an 
RLC layer. The RLC layer consists of three RLC entities: a 
TM entity, a UM entity, and an AM entity. Amongst these 
entities, the AM entity exchanges status information using 
Control PDUs to guarantee reliable transmissions. This sys 
tem of receiving transmission acknowledgments enables a 
transmitting AM entity to retransmit RLC PDUs that are not 
received by a receiving AM entity. The AM entity is therefore 
bi-directional 
An AM entity includes a transmitting side and a receiving 

side. The MAC layer selects a TB size in a next transmission 
timing. In the transmitting side, RLC SDUs are segmented 
and/or concatenated into AM Data PDUs of a variable length 
at a segmentation/concatenation unit according to the TB size 
selected by MAC. If Data PDUs to be retransmitted do not fit 
into the new TB size selected by MAC at the particular trans 
mission opportunity notified by MAC, the AM entity seg 
ments the retransmission PDUs into retransmission PDU seg 
ments. The number of times re-segmentation can occur is not 
limited. The Data PDU may therefore contain segmented 
and/or concatenated RLCSDUs (depending on the size of the 
PDU). Length indicators are used to define boundaries 
between RLC SDUS within Data PDUs. 

The AM entity can request a status report from the peer AM 
entity to confirm whether transmitted Data PDUs are 
received, by setting a polling bit in the Data PDUs. The 
receiving side of the peer AM entity will then generate Con 
trol PDUs, where Data PDUs buffered in the Retransmission 
buffer are deleted or retransmitted based on a status report 
found within the Control PDUs. 
The PDUs are delivered to a unit that completes the Data 

PDU header based on an input from an RLC Control Unit that 
indicates values to set in various fields (e.g. Polling Bit). Once 
a complete RLC SDU has been received in the peer AM 
entity, the associated Data PDUs are reassembled by a Reas 
sembly Unit and delivered to upper layers. 

In the current E-UTRA RLC spec 1), the RLC SDUs are 
segmented and/or concatenated in accordance with the TB 
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2 
size selected by MAC at the particular transmission opportu 
nity notified by MAC. When a Control PDU is also transmit 
ted or two or more RLC entities with equal logical channel 
priority have data to transmit, the segmentation/or concatena 
tion according to TB size selected by MAC may not be suit 
able. This situation is illustrated by the following examples. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

The MAC multiplexes SDUs onto transport blocks from 
more than one logical channel for delivery to the physical 
layer. MAC selects a TB size according to physical layer grant 
and then an RLC entity segments or concatenates the PDUs 
according to the TB size. If, however, more than one logical 
channel is multiplexed in a shared channel (i.e. the logical 
channels have equal priority) then the MAC has to share the 
TB size between logical channels. For example, if two RLC 
entities with equal logical channel priority have RLCSDUs to 
transmit, each RLC entity generates a Data PDU with a size 
which cannot be transmitted by MAC simultaneously. Fur 
thermore, when a retransmission PDU is transmitted, it will 
not be able to be transmitted by MAC if its size is the same as 
the selected TB size at that particular transmission opportu 
nity. 

EXAMPLE 2 

An E-UTRA RLC entity has SDUs in an RLC buffer for 
transmission. The RLC entity receives a polling from a peer 
RLC entity and generates a Control PDU in response. Data 
PDUs are generated according to the TB size selected by 
MAC. If the RLC entity wants to send this Control PDU as 
soon as it is generated, Data PDUs waiting to be transmitted 
must be re-segmented in order to multiplex the Control PDU. 
PDU segment headers are larger than PDU headers, so the 
efficiency of the system is reduced. 

EXAMPLE 3 

An E-UTRAAM RLC entity has SDUs in an RLC buffer 
for transmission. The AMRLC entity receives a polling from 
the peer RLC entity and generates a Control PDU. If the AM 
RLC entity follows a first-in first-out rule for PDU transmis 
sion, the Control PDU will not be transmitted until the RLC 
SDUs have been transmitted. This late delivery of the Control 
PDU causes a delay for the upper layers to receive the RLC 
SDUs, as the peer RLC entity cannot release memory until it 
is known which Data PDUs have been transmitted success 
fully. 

In the first example, the prior art does not adequately pro 
vide solutions for determining Data PDU sizes when more 
than one logical channel is multiplexed. In the second 
example, determining the size of a Data PDU only according 
to the TB size can cause problems when Control PDUs are 
also generated. In the third example, lack of priority of Con 
trol PDU transmission can cause delays. Therefore, a method 
is proposed to determine the size of RLC Data PDUs when 
RLC Control PDUs are transmitted at the same time in order 
to solve the above-mentioned problems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides two methods for solving 
the problems associated with the prior art. 
A method of determining a size of Data PDUs of an RLC 

AM entity comprises: (a) utilizing the MAC layer to set a 
transmission payload size; (b) determining whether the trans 
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mission payload size is larger than or equal to at least a 
Control PDU size; (c) when the transmission payload size is 
larger than or equal to the Control PDU size, submitting the 
Control PDU to the MAC; (d) adjusting the transmission 
payload size by subtracting the size of the submitted Control 
PDU; (e) repeating steps (b), (c) and (d) for all Control PDUs: 
and (f) utilizing a final adjusted transmission payload size in 
step (d) to determine a size of a Data PDU. 
A method of determining a size of Data PDUs of an RLC 

UM/AM entity according to a second embodiment com 
prises: utilizing the MAC layer to set a transport block size for 
a plurality of RLCSDUs to be transmitted according to physi 
cal layer grant; selecting to transmit MAC Control elements 
in a first transmission timing, calculating a total transmission 
payload as the transport block size minus the size of the MAC 
Control elements; and setting a transmission payload size for 
a next transmission timing according to the total transmission 
payload and the transport block size. 

These and other objectives of the present invention will no 
doubt become obvious to those of ordinary skill in the art after 
reading the following detailed description of the preferred 
embodiment that is illustrated in the various figures and draw 
1ngS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method according to a first 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method according to a second 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention aims to provide methods for accu 
rately determining the size of RLC Data PDUs when RLC 
Control PDUs or MAC Control information is sent at the 
same time, thereby avoiding excessive re-segmentation, and 
problems arising from late delivery of Control PDUs. 
The methods of the present invention introduce a new 

transmission priority scheme whereby RLC Control PDUs 
are given highest transmission priority. Transmission payload 
is then adjusted for the sent RLC Control PDUs, thereby 
enabling MAC to accurately set sizes for RLC Data PDUs. In 
a second scheme, the TB size is set first, and MAC Control 
elements are given highest transmission priority. The payload 
is then adjusted to take account of the sent MAC Control 
elements, and a transmission payload is set for a next trans 
mission opportunity according to the total payload and the 
selected TB size. 

In a first embodiment of the present invention, a transmis 
sion payload (TP) size is selected by MAC in a next trans 
mission timing. The RLC entity determines whether Control 
PDUs exist in the transmitting side. If there are Control PDUs 
to be transmitted, the RLC entity confirms that the TP size is 
sufficient for Control PDU transmission and arranges the 
Control PDUs for transmission if there is a positive confir 
mation. The transmission payload size of this transmission 
opportunity will then be adjusted to take account of these 
Control PDUs (and, optionally, corresponding MAC sub 
header sizes). If there is still space available in this transmis 
sion timing, retransmission Data PDUs and new Data PDUs 
can also be transmitted. This is determined by confirming that 
the TP size is larger than or equal to a Data PDU header size 
(and, optionally, a corresponding MAC Sub-header size). The 
order of Data PDUs to be transmitted will conform to the 
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4 
conventional priority order, whereby retransmission Data 
PDUs have higher priority than new Data PDUs. Following 
this transmission order priority, size of TP available for a new 
Data PDU can be calculated as: 
TP size-size of each Control PDU-size of each retrans 

mitted Data PDU-size of each retransmitted Data PDU seg 
ment-MAC sub-header size of each Control PDU-MAC 
Sub-header size corresponding to each retransmission Data 
PDU-MAC sub-header size corresponding to each retrans 
mission Data PDU segment-MAC sub-header size corre 
sponding to the new Data PDU 

It should be noted that the above equation includes the term 
“MAC Sub-header size corresponding to each retransmission 
Data PDU segment” as it is possible that a retransmission 
Data PDU is too large to fit into the TP but a segment can be 
transmitted. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the sub 
headers are not counted in RLC and therefore the sizes of said 
Sub-headers do not need to be taken into account when cal 
culating remaining TP size. This should be easily understood 
by those skilled in the art. 

This method is more clearly illustrated in the flowcharts 
shown, respectively, in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. FIG. 1 is a flow 
chart of the above-mentioned method when the MAC sub 
headers are not counted in RLC. FIG. 2 is a flowchart of the 
above-mentioned method when the MAC sub-headers are 
counted in RLC. The steps are illustrated as follows: 

Step 100: TP size selected by MAC; 
Step 102: If a Control PDU exists, is TP size>=Control 

PDU size? If yes go to Step 104, if no go to Step 106: 
Step 104: Submit Control PDU to MAC. Set TP size to TP 

size-Control PDU size: Go to Step 102: 
Step 106: If a retransmission DataPDU or a retransmission 

Data PDU Segment exists, is TP size>-retransmission Data 
PDU size or retransmission Data PDU segmentsize? If yes go 
to Step 112, if no go to Step 108; 

Step 108: If a retransmission Data PDU or a retransmission 
Data PDU segment exists, is TP size>=Data PDU segment 
header size? If yes go to Step 110, if no go to Step 114; 

Step 110: Set Data PDU segment size to TP size-Data 
PDU segment header size. Generate Data PDU segment with 
Data PDU segment size including data in retransmission Data 
PDU if retransmission DataPDU is selected for transmission; 
Generate a Data PDU segment with Data PDU segment size 
including data in a retransmission Data PDU segment if 
retransmission Data PDU segment is selected for transmis 
S1On, 

Step 112: Submit retransmission Data PDU to MAC if 
retransmission Data PDU is selected for transmission. Sub 
mit retransmission Data PDU segment to MAC if retransmis 
sion Data PDU segment is selected for transmission. Set 
maximum Data PDU size to TP size-retransmission Data 
PDU size if retransmission Data PDU is selected for trans 
mission; Set maximum DataPDU size to TP size-retransmis 
sion Data PDU segment size if retransmission Data PDU 
segment is selected for transmission; Go to Step 106: 

Step 114: Is TP size>=Data PDU header size? If yes go to 
step 116, if no end the process; 

Step 116: Generate Data PDU with Data PDU 
size.<-maximum Data PDU size: Go to Step 118: 

Step 118: Submit Data PDU to MAC if generated. 
Step 200: TP size selected by MAC; 
Step 202: If a Control PDU exists, is TP size>=Control 

PDU size--MAC sub-header size? If yes go to Step 204, if no 
go to Step 206; 

Step 204: Submit Control PDU to MAC. Set TP size to TP 
size-Control PDU size-MAC sub-header size: Go to Step 
202; 
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Step 206: Ifa retransmission Data PDU or a retransmission 
Data PDU Segment exists, is TP size>-retransmission Data 
PDU size+MAC sub-header size or retransmission DataPDU 
segment size--MAC sub-header size? If yes go to Step 212, if 
no go to Step 208: 

Step 208: Ifa retransmission Data PDU or a retransmission 
Data PDU segment exists, is TP size>=Data PDU segment 
header size--MAC sub-header size? If yes go to Step 210, if no 
go to Step 214; 

Step 210: Set Data PDU segment size to TP size-Data 
PDU segment header size-MAC sub-header size. Generate 
Data PDU segment with Data PDU segment size including 
data in retransmission Data PDU if retransmission Data PDU 
is selected for transmission; Generate a Data PDU segment 
with Data PDU segment size including data in a retransmis 
sion Data PDU segment if retransmission Data PDU segment 
is selected for transmission; 

Step 212: Submit retransmission Data PDU to MAC if 
retransmission Data PDU is selected for transmission. Sub 
mit retransmission Data PDU segment to MAC if retransmis 
sion Data PDU segment is selected for transmission. Set 
maximum Data PDU size to TP size-retransmission Data 
PDU size-MAC sub-header size if retransmission Data PDU 
is selected for transmission; Set maximum Data PDU size to 
TP size-retransmission Data PDU segment size-MAC sub 
header size if retransmission Data PDU segment is selected 
for transmission: Go to Step 206; 

Step 214: Is TP size>=Data PDU header size? If yes go to 
step 216, if no end the process; 

Step 216: Generate Data PDU with Data PDU 
size-maximum Data PDU size: Go to Step 218; 

Step 218: Submit Data PDU to MAC if generated. 
As mentioned above, sometimes RLC Control PDUs are 

sent in the same logical channel. TP and TB selection may 
therefore be inaccurate, as Control PDUs are not taken into 
account. The present invention provides a method to solve 
this problem. 

In this embodiment, the MAC selects a fixed TB size, and 
dynamically adjusts the transmission payload size for each 
transmission opportunity. After the TB size is determined, the 
MAC selects to send all MAC Control elements first, along 
with the corresponding Sub-headers. The total transmission 
payload size of RLC SDUs is then calculated as: 

MAC PDU size-size of MAC Control elements-size 
of MAC sub-headers of Control elements 

The MAC can then accurately determine a TP for a next 
transmission timing according to the selected TB size and the 
adjusted total transmission payload, wherein the next trans 
mission timing will only involve transmission of data. 

This method is more clearly illustrated by the flowchart 
shown in FIG. 3. The steps are illustrated as follows: 

Step 300: Determine MAC TB size according to physical 
layer grant in next transmission timing: 

Step 302: MAC selects Control elements transmission; 
Step 304: Total transmission payload size=MAC PDU 

size-size of MAC Control elements-size of MAC sub-head 
ers of MAC Control elements; 

Step 306: MAC decides transmission payload size for an 
RLC entity from total transmission payload size in a next 
transmission timing: 

Step 308: MAC provides transmission payload size to the 
RLC entity. 

According to the selected MAC Control elements and the 
adjusted total transmission payload size, the MAC can there 
fore determine a TP size for an UM or AM RLC entity in a 
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6 
next transmission timing. As those skilled in the art will 
readily understand this modification, further detail is omitted. 
The present invention therefore provides methods for accu 

rately determining a size of a Data PDU to be transmitted by 
prioritizing Control PDUs/information transmission, and 
then adjusting a transmission payload size according to the 
transmitted Control PDUs/information. This prioritizing of 
Control information not only enables a size of Data PDUs to 
be determined more accurately, but also avoids situations 
where Data PDUs are unnecessarily segmented, and prevents 
delays in delivering RLC SDUs due to late transmission of 
Control information. 
The method of the present embodiment (e.g. the process 

including the steps 100 to 118 shown in FIG. 1, the process 
including the steps 200 to 218 shown in FIG. 2 or the process 
including the steps 300 to 308 shown in FIG. 3) can also be 
embodied as a computer program product on a computer 
readable recording medium. The computer readable record 
ing medium is any data storage device that can store data 
which can be thereafter read by a processor of a computer 
system. Examples of the computer readable recording 
medium include read-only memory (ROM), random-access 
memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, 
optical data storage devices, and carrier waves (such as data 
transmission through the Internet). 

Those skilled in the art will readily observe that numerous 
modifications and alterations of the device and method may 
be made while retaining the teachings of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of determining a Data Packet Data Unit (PDU) 

size fora Radio Level Control (RLC) Unacknowledged Mode 
(UM) or Acknowledged Mode (AM) entity, the method com 
prising: 

utilizing a Media Access Control (MAC) layer to set a 
transport block size according to a physical layer grant; 

selecting MAC Control elements to be transmitted in a next 
transmission opportunity; 

calculating a total transmission payload as the transport 
block size minus the sizes of the selected MAC Control 
elements minus the sizes of corresponding MAC Sub 
headers of the selected MAC Control elements; 

setting a transmission payload size according to the total 
transmission payload; and 

determining the Data PDU size for the next transmission 
opportunity according to the set transmission payload 
S17C. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein when there is an RLC 
Control PDU to be transmitted, the method further comprises: 

adjusting the set transmission payload size as the set trans 
mission payload size minus the size of the RLC Control 
PDU. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein when there is an RLC 
Control PDU to be transmitted, the method further comprises: 

adjusting the set transmission payload size as the set trans 
mission payload size minus the size of the RLC Control 
PDU minus the size of a corresponding MAC sub 
header of the RLC Control PDU. 

4. A non-transitory computer program product arranged 
for causing a processor to execute the steps of 

utilizing a MAC layer to set a transport block size accord 
ing to a physical layer grant; 

selecting MAC Control elements to be transmitted in a next 
transmission opportunity; 

calculating a total transmission payload as the transport 
block size minus the sizes of the selected MAC Control 
elements minus the sizes of corresponding MAC Sub 
headers of the selected MAC Control elements; 
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setting a transmission payload size according to the total 
transmission payload; and 

determining the Data PDU size for the next transmission 
opportunity according to the set transmission payload 
size. 5 

5. The non-transitory computer program product of claim 
4, wherein when there is an RLC Control PDU to be trans 
mitted, the non-transitory computer program product is 
arranged for causing the processor to further execute the step 
of: 10 

adjusting the set transmission payload size as the set trans 
mission payload size minus the size of the RLC Control 
PDU. 

6. The non-transitory computer program product of claim 
4, wherein when there is an RLC Control PDU to be trans- 15 
mitted, the non-transitory computer program product is 
arranged for causing the processor to further execute the step 
of: 

adjusting the set transmission payload size as the set trans 
mission payload size minus the size of the RLC Control 20 
PDU minus the size of a corresponding MAC sub 
header of the RLC Control PDU. 

k k k k k 


